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7In today’s media-saturated world, communication and identity are increasingly 
intertwined. Movies, television, and the Internet offer us models for behaviour, instructing 
us how to express our loves, desires, frustrations, dreams, and fantasies. Advertising and 
other communications-based agencies transform and package everyday emotions into 
distinctive and easily assimilated discursive and visual modes. These universal, yet often 
intimately experienced, issues inform the work of Brisbane-born artist Grant Stevens. In 
particular, his video and installation works since 2006 have contemplated the impact mass 
media have on our various social interactions and experiences. 
For example, The Feeling (2006) was inspired by those websites offering advice on how 
to seduce. Stevens presents the viewer with a semantic game: a video screen features 
revolving text fragments, such as ‘in candle light’, ‘a dinner’, and ‘the log cabin’. Each 
syntactical element lingers long enough to be read, then makes way for the next phrase. 
As the work progresses, we begin to piece together a narrative, and, by the time we see 
phrases such as ‘bubble bath’, ‘get sweaty’, and ‘between the sheets’, we have the gist 
of the story. To some degree, The Feeling is a formal exercise in linguistics, narrative 
development, and filmic montage, but Stevens also offers us an analysis of a common 
vernacular. As we string together the narrative we are not surprised that ‘bubble bath’ 
is followed by ‘a massage’, ‘body oil’, and ‘a sauna’. We have seen and read these terms 
a thousand times because they are clichéd expressions. Yet, it doesn’t matter that this 
romantic scenario is vomit-inducingly trite, or that the cheesy musak adds an anaemic 
touch to the formulaic rendering, for we will always relate to some of the phrases. 
Clichés are fascinating for their ability to be simultaneously abundant and 
redundant—offering both a wealth and an impoverishment of meaning. Clichés are 
formulaic, hackneyed, and risible because they seem to fail to say anything useful. Yet, 
for this reason, they also teach us about the limits of language, about when and how 
words fail. This symbolic failure can expose language’s claim to meaning as an empty 
bluff; however, clichés also have the habit of saying a great deal. Perhaps this explains 
why Stevens returns to the cliché in Really Really (2007). Here, a screen-saver image of 
the Milky Way and the cheesiest of piano scores alerts the viewer to the romantic drivel 
that will soon follow. A series of word clusters appear on screen and include such phrases 
as ‘My sweetest everything’, ‘It feels like a dream’, ‘We were meant to be’, and ‘You have 
changed my life in infinite ways’. This paratactic ensemble is a set of jigsaw-like fragments 
that must be reconfigured to make sense. However, this isn’t too difficult given that 
Stevens has collected some of the most clichéd love lines in history. Other classics include 
‘It has been such an amazing journey’, ‘Know that I am always with you’, and ‘Sweetheart, 
it’s torture without you’. 
However, in Really Really, Stevens isn’t necessarily ridiculing clichés. While he draws 
on kitsch and flirts with pastiche, he seems more concerned with using clichés to 
identify idiomatic archetypes. In other words, he presents us with visual and discursive 
symbologies that convey a universal set of ‘feelings’; in this case, love. He is ironic, not 
unlike Umberto Eco’s postmodern lover, who wants to tell the woman he adores, ‘I love 
you madly’, but, knowing this is clichéd, expresses his love ironically.1 
8Such sentiments underscore the fact that certain phrases—meant to encapsulate the 
strongest of emotions—have suffered a ‘loss of innocence’ (itself a cliché). However, like 
a hard-nosed ethnologist, Stevens retains a strongly objective stance; he presents these 
examples of communicative form like evidence in an academic treatise on contemporary 
social behaviour. With such an analytical focus on language and social expression, it is 
unsurprising that Stevens admires artists Ed Ruscha and John Baldessari.
By using clichés, Stevens is able to refer to expressions that epitomise human 
experience in the most efficient way. His decision is presumably driven by his research 
into the communicative strategies used by advertising companies, Hollywood, political 
spin-doctors, and the like. Such enterprises invariably deploy simple, repetitive messages 
with strong emotional appeals in ways that are easily comprehended by target audiences. 
As he reveals:
Part of what I’m interested in is how our personal 
experiences, no matter how seemingly profound and unique, 
can also be common, shared, generic, repetitive, banal . . . 
This is why I use sources like the Internet, film, television, 
music, advertising, etc. They offer templates or screens 
through which to modify and gauge our own experiences.2
Stevens understands that clichés represent more than a lingua franca. Indeed, he 
suggests that they help us negotiate everyday life by giving us the means through which 
to confront and work through universal human dilemmas—notwithstanding how trite 
such homilies may appear to be.
As representations of common experiences, clichéd texts and images communicate 
and translate specific events and feelings into abstract forms: idioms. In turn, these 
idioms can be analysed, transformed, and manipulated by artists. Clearly, Stevens 
recognises that if clichés are idiomatic, then art, as an additional form of framing, can 
produce ‘meta-idioms’. Part of the meta-idiomatic approach, then, involves realigning 
our perceptions of existing cultural axioms by complicating their typical communicative 
orientation and format. As Stevens says, ‘I want to push these clichés and communicative 
formulas to the point where they overload on themselves, where they go beyond critical 
mass, where they start to break up and distort their common meanings.’3 This partly 
explains his works’ estranging effects: we feel that the meaning or point of the message 
must lie elsewhere, for the corny expressions we are confronted with seem too vacuous 
to have intrinsic value. In turn, this reveals the works’ conceptual emphasis, whereby 
meaning ultimately exists in its aesthetic manifestation as art. The artist does, however, 
give clichés their due by recognising their power to seduce and repel, which may 
explain how he is able to make the most pedestrian statements seem mystifying without 
mythologising them.
Stevens reserves his most rigorous experiments for the mechanics of communicative 
forms. By reconfiguring the ‘sensible’ and confounding typical cognitive responses, he 
9forces our brains to go on mind-bending journeys. A case in point is The Switch (2006), 
in which he interlards plot lines from two teen films, Scream and 10 Things I Hate About 
You. Once again, Stevens has selected a jejune soundtrack. As viewers, we are deprived 
of images and so are forced to ‘read’ the film as a set of textual descriptions, much like 
a screenplay rendering. Here, Stevens is interested in analysing the way that we try to 
construct cohesive narratives from disparate or confusing information. For those of us 
familiar with the two movies, the scripts also undermine any effort to keep the narratives 
separate. As the text runs through the trials and tribulations of middle-class American 
youth, we are made aware of the bizarre conjunction of the two films under examination. 
Teenage loves, dramas, and the negotiation of parental authority—all standard stuff for 
children of this ilk—are combined with serial killing, blood lust, and other horrifying 
pursuits. This double-narrative parallels the doubling of the films, bringing Stevens’s 
interest in meta-idioms back into focus.
Through his work, Stevens indicates how easily formulas can be altered and are thus 
unstable—for narratives can feed and bleed into one another. His weapon of choice is 
editing, a process that reveals the arbitrariness of the message found within the frame. 
Stevens believes that editing helps him rework different symbolic languages, allowing 
him to manipulate sound, image, and duration, as well as dialogue, language structures, 
visual clues, and narrative conventions. These elements provide frameworks through 
which to comprehend the on-screen action, and Stevens breaks with the conventional 
methods used in popular culture to complicate our interpretation. 
Stevens’s experiments with communicative structures also reveal his interest in 
epistemological issues, especially the cognitive pathways that we use to receive and 
comprehend information. He’s interested in how we ‘know’ today, how we form identities, 
and how we negotiate our place in a cultural and social world where we are encouraged 
to express ourselves through the acquisition of objects. This is the business of advertising 
(Slavoj Žižek’s ‘plague of fantasies’4), which conveys sales pitches for lifestyle choices 
in easy-to-digest ways. Two installations, The Way (2007) and Peace Unknown (2008), 
contemplate these issues. The Way was inspired by a camping trip Stevens made to Big 
Sur, California. The journey made a strong impression, and he recalls ‘the Disney-like 
forest’ that he viewed through ‘the “frame” of the car windscreen’.5 
The installation consists of a three-panelled image of a forest, which is laminated and 
mounted onto a timber-veneered cabinet, the sides of which protrude at slight angles 
to the wall. Embedded in the photographic facing is a car stereo that plays an evocative 
guitar track commissioned by the artist. This work presents us with a rebus of sorts. One 
interpretation might be metonymic—seeing the object, we associate its elements with 
memories of driving through a forest with car windows down and stereo blaring—but 
there is also an allegorical dimension, relating to the dialectic between culture and 
nature, or, more specifically, art and nature. Like the car stereo and the image, art is 
artificial, something produced at one remove from nature. Thus, just like an advertiser 
or product manufacturer, art plays around with the codes of ‘natural’ experience. Where 
the advertiser tries to find a point of commensurability between the experience and the 
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product, the artist can translate people’s experiences into aesthetic forms. In both cases, 
experience is instrumentalised, and art creates a ‘product’, which can be the surrogate, 
or the trigger through which to recall the experience. Stevens’s installation is also 
analogical, for he creates a scenario that is aligned with desire or memory and transfers 
this experience into material terms. 
Peace Unknown also deals with the reification of experience. It consists of a 
photographic mural of a waterfall with speakers inserted into it. A new-age soundtrack 
enhances the visual experience. The contrived nature of this relaxation session is overt; 
Stevens’s invitation to a meditative Sensurround experience embraces the artificial 
realm as a substitutive existence. Nevertheless, it also generates a sense of peace in a 
realm where the natural is the artificial, and the fake is authentic. Stevens explains his 
motivations for the work:
I was thinking about how we insert ‘nature’ into our 
lives—whether as weekend road-trips, screen-savers, 
nature documentaries on television, framed landscape 
photographs, or even timber furniture . . . We live in an 
age where, if you have the money, you can custom-design 
all aspects of your reality—your online personas, diet, 
exercise regime, domestic décor, music tastes, etc. So if 
you don’t have time to experience the sights and sounds 
of camping in the wilderness, why not have a stereo 
mounted inside a photo of a redwood forest?6 
While this statement is unequivocal, the work itself—as with much of Stevens’s work 
in general—retains a sense of ambiguity, oscillating between ‘irony and sincerity’.7 This 
push/pull tendency articulates his belief that many aspects of contemporary life offer 
simultaneous doses of seduction and repulsion. 
The installation It Will Be Tonight (2009) also examines this dynamic. It consists 
of a large stereo-shelf mantle, covered in wood veneer, affixed to a wall. Atop it sits a 
digital image of a log fire. Hallmark-movie music emanates from the speakers—a sultry 
saxophone solo accompanied by anodyne instrumentation. In a classic pop-art sense, 
one might see this as a parody verging on farce—where fine art pokes fun at a culture 
that takes songs like ‘I Just Called to Say I Love You’ seriously, or thinks that Kenny 
Rogers is cool. But amidst all of the artificiality and kitsch, a deeper point emerges about 
experiences that are packaged and sold to us as the expression and realisation of our 
desires. About the work, Stevens says: 
I’d been thinking about how particular lifestyle choices 
sometimes stand in for personal belief systems or 
formulations of identity [and] involve ‘adult’ decisions 
about your leisure activities, home-décor and even diet 
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and exercise regimes. In some ways, I think these kinds of 
choices are reshaping how and what we ‘believe’ in, and 
perhaps in the process effacing the traditional relation 
between ‘surface’ and ‘depth’.8 
It is not always so easy to dismiss the logic of those who prefer facades and veneers 
to the ‘real thing’. Why buy wood if wood-grain veneer is cheaper, more convenient, and 
looks the same? Why make a real fire when an image of one is cleaner, easier, generally 
cheaper, and looks similar (albeit without the smoke)? It could be said that It Will Be 
Tonight offers revelation rather than critique. Indeed, it seems that Stevens’s interest lies 
in representing the way human beings ‘construct’ their world and the means they develop 
to communicate with each other, rather than in explaining why it is so. 
He is also fascinated by the way our critical judgements, considered observations, 
and thoughtful reflections coexist with irrational desires and fantasies. Thus, it is 
unsurprising that he creates scenarios in which intellect and emotion are brought into 
intense conflict, such as in relationship break-ups, the subject of both Crushing and If 
Things Were Different (both 2009). In the first work, he employs the familiar method of 
displaying phrases on a screen accompanied by a twee soundtrack—this time played on 
a piano. At first the words appear slowly, but soon accelerate, proliferate, and inundate 
the screen with a confusing array of statements, which move too quickly to be fully 
comprehended. However, phrases that can be understood—such as ‘I think I have become 
deaf and numb to the ways you push me away’, ‘I don’t understand why you walked away 
from me’, ‘I just wanted to be with you’, and ‘Now I feel like I’m floating helplessly with 
no direction’—provide keen insight into the suffering of rejected love. Here, the rapid 
and jumbled textual flow offers an analogy to the uncontrolled and confusing thoughts 
that flood our minds during such times. The title, Crushing, also evokes feelings of 
rejection or the pressures and emotional distortions wrought on mind and body when 
experiencing a break-up.
If Things Were Different shows a couple in the throes of a rapidly disintegrating 
relationship. The man and woman sit on opposite ends of a couch, their physical 
proximity mirroring their sense of emotional distance. The woman wants out but finds 
it hard to articulate a convincing argument; she might be too afraid to be honest about 
her reasons. The man assumes a defensive posture and is clearly suffering, although 
he tries hard to ‘reason’ with the woman during this tortuous and emotionally charged 
situation. He counters her argument with the riposte, ‘I know it isn’t great right now but 
let’s not break up just yet.’ The work is at times a painfully honest portrayal of a fraught 
situation, but the artist heightens the sense of discomfort by using out-of-synch voices 
and, at one point, even a transference of dialogue between the couple (à la Bergman’s 
Persona). Their stances also continuously change: at first, she wants to break up and he 
doesn’t; then, he wants to end the relationship but she doesn’t. Attention shifts from 
a dialogical structure where we study a conversation between two people, towards a 
monological frame, as the protagonists end up talking to themselves, replaying perennial 
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roles in the relationship game (some will be reminded of Knots, the 1970 book about 
human miscommunication, by anti-psychiatrist R.D. Laing). This strategy reinforces 
Stevens’s interest in the occasions when communication doesn’t work—when it’s 
misdirected and breaks down altogether. We assume that he has experienced such events, 
but, as always, ambiguity lies at the heart of his articulation. The performers mouth 
clichés, such as ‘We need to talk’ and ‘Things have changed for me’. While they might be 
stock phrases, they epitomise the anguish felt in these situations—and most of us can 
relate to them. 
Existentialism may seem a strange idea to introduce to this discussion, but Stevens’s 
undeniable insight into the human condition points strongly in this direction. Existential 
dilemmas, such a staple for humanist writers and philosophers, underpin the work Swell 
(2009). This video presents the viewer with a slowly revolving kaleidoscope of mandala 
patterns and a voiceover that soothingly states: ‘relax, breathe, in, out, in, out, feeling 
tired’. What first appears to be a lead-in to a hypnotism session—or something to do with 
the hypnotic power of art—soon evolves into a monologue about the way we experience 
life today. Like something out of Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, today’s media sphere, 
or corporate staff directives, this set of instructions includes phrases such as ‘believe’, 
‘improve’, ‘work harder’, and ‘stay on top of things’. The words then evolve into phrases 
that assume a more self-critical turn: ‘try to look decent’, ‘don’t drink too much’, ‘look 
people in the eye when they’re talking to you’, and ‘go to bed at a reasonable hour’. 
This interior monologue reveals an entity that slavishly follows the conventional 
expectations of contemporary life: welcome to the ontological world of the twenty-
first-century subject. Here, the super-ego may appear to rule, but the subject itself 
seems to be in a precarious and highly anxious state—internalising the effects of the 
public realm’s surveillance systems. An individual must ensure that their collocation of 
thoughts, instincts, desires, and behaviours be harnessed long enough to take advantage 
of encounters with like-minded sentients in a process known as interpersonal relations. 
It seems that Stevens also participates in these everyday-life rituals; we suspect that 
he is running the same race as the rest of us—he knows what he’s doing, but he dare 
not stray from the path of self-maintenance. Thus, the twenty-first-century subject has 
learned to obey ‘proper behaviour’ and
a neo-Calvinist ethic in which power naturally remains 
with a chosen few. The only way weaker entities can gain 
legitimate access to power is by demonstrating the proper 
moral discipline, after which morality and its attendant 
virtues—trust, loyalty, patriotism, faith—become relative.9 
It’s not always easy internalising the instructions hurled at us, given that life provides 
us with so many contradictions. Differences lie between what we are told we should do 
and what we actually want to do, between what we desire and what is good for us. While 
we need to take responsibility for our own actions, we also need to know whom to trust, 
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and whether we can trust ourselves. At times we are offered relief from this relentless 
self-surveillance, but these intermissions are fleeting, and political- and business-leaders, 
the media, teachers, elders, and peers soon remind us of our roles in life.
In this post-avant-garde period of spectacular tourist art and neo-conceptual 
shibboleths, Stevens returns to some fundamental questions about today’s art, life, and 
society. Questions such as: Who am I? How did I become what I am? What am I to others? 
How do I use art to remain engaged with the human condition? What does it mean to 
make art right now? All of these are pertinent to his process of discovery as person 
and artist. Stevens is not a romanticising humanist but he does ‘care’ in the sense that 
he would like to use art for a purpose somewhat higher than the usual career-building 
manoeuvres. It seems that he is also determined to persist in his search for the meanings 
of existence, and is willing to revisit the awkward territories of individual subjectivity 
and sentience once dismissed by the postmodern generation. Stevens may deploy the 
mind of an analyst but he also seeks a kind of integrity and is using art to find it.
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